What’s new?

Increase your efficiency and bring case data sets down to size
with the latest enhancements to LexisNexis® Early Data Analyzer
and LAW PreDiscovery™ software.

Count on built-in email threading,
extended forensic image support,
Web tools, convenient search filters
and more.
Today’s rapid expansion of litigation data doesn’t have
to be overwhelming. By using the latest versions of
LexisNexis® Early Data Analyzer and LAW PreDiscovery™
software together, you can efficiently cull non-responsive
data, reduce data transfer risk and group information—
even email threads—for more effective e-discovery.

What’s new in LexisNexis® Early
Data Analyzer 1.5?
Extended forensic image support

Now when your cases involve forensically collected data,
you benefit from the addition of physical *.E01 and *.L01
file support in LexisNexis Early Data Analyzer.

Search filters

Earlier this year, we enabled you to add a date range
to searches in LexisNexis Early Data Analyzer. Now with
the latest release, you can also apply one or more of the
following filters to your searches:
•
•
•
•
•

Custodian
Import Sessions
Tags
Folder or File
Other Search

Web tools with filters for fine-tuning your searches
Web-enabled LexisNexis Early Data Analyzer 1.5 helps
you gain insight quickly using convenient search filters.
Apply filters to narrow your search results by folder, file,
custodian, tags and/or “other search.”

As with earlier versions, you can also explore information
not available in the content view, such as formulas in a
Microsoft® Excel® spreadsheet, by downloading native
files in a LexisNexis Early Data Analyzer case from the
Web interface.
You can also continue to gain faster response times when
viewing data within Web-enabled Early Data Analyzer—
especially when working with a large number of search
terms, sender domains or file type filter definitions.

What’s new in LAW
PreDiscoveryTM 6.5?
As part of our commitment to customers, LexisNexis develops
new and better LAW PreDiscovery capabilities while providing
convenient integration to minimize data transfer and increase
efficiency. Here are the latest updates:

Built-in email threading

Email threading is now built into LAW PreDiscovery. With
this seamless, integrated approach, you further reduce data
transfer risk in your process.
Benefit from a variety of email threading capabilities:
• I dentify email groups—sort email into groups and threads,
and receive information on “inclusive” emails that contain
quoted content from prior messages. This enables you to
review a smaller percentage of the total emails and still
see 100 percent of the information.

Easily apply filters to your searches for greater precision and efficiency.

Export profiles

Export profiles allow you to save settings used in a particular
export. Previously, a set of five commonly used fields was
selected by default. Now you can select the fields you need
and save that specific profile. This means you no longer need
to repeatedly save fields during the export process.

• R
 eceive a recommended review order of emails and
attachments—and their entire threads—so you don’t have
to examine each separately. When you choose and review
only unique message and attachment content, you can cut
down on the number of messages to review.
• C
 apture bibliographic information and all the conversants
throughout a thread.
• G
 ain easy integration from OCR-only databases, extracted
electronic text databases or common load files.

What’s new in LAW PreDiscoveryTM 6.5? (Continued)
These capabilities equip you to host fewer documents and achieve faster, more efficient and more consistent attorney
review while increasing quality control for outgoing productions.
To benefit from this enhancement, you will need a LAW PreDiscovery license that includes the analytics module,
which also provides optional tools for identifying near-duplicates in your data.

How it works: Using email threads

Built-in email threading in
LAW PreDiscovery can take an
unstructured collection of emails
and email attachments …

organize them into structured
conversation threads …

Document processing/batch analysis process

Now you can apply ED Loader “metadata” analysis options in
LAW PreDiscovery after import using a batch process. This
enables you to import data more quickly and gain greater
control over document processing.

Experience both tools together.

and identify the “inclusive” emails—
those messages that contain all prior
message content—to reduce the final
number of documents and speed
review.

Improved text indexing performance

LAW PreDiscovery software enables you to load, index, filter
and search documents and then tag them for processing.
New partitioned indexing speeds that step by breaking large
files into smaller ones.
This enhancement enables you to increase speed and
index multiple files/groups at the same time. In addition,
LAW PreDiscovery now takes advantage of multiple cores
to offer increased speed and improved stability when indexing
larger datasets.

For more information, visit
www.lexisnexis.com/litigation-earlydataanalyzer
or www.lexisnexis.com/litigation-lawprediscovery.
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